
Lounge Poolside in Style All Summer Long With Brown Jordan

Written by Christina Silvestri

Relaxing poolside is a must during the sizzling Arizona summer. Take it easy in the ultimate style and comfort with Brown Jordan’s
luxurious chaise lounge chairs.

As the leading name in luxury outdoor furniture since 1945, Brown Jordan offers beautiful, high quality furniture that complements any home
design, from the elegantly traditional to the eclectically modern. Whether you’re looking to design an intimate desert oasis or a grand space to
host and entertain, Brown Jordan has all of your outdoor living needs covered.

Following are just a sampling of Brown Jordan’s chaise furniture styles that come in a variety of designs, textures and colors that are as stylish
as they are practical in holding up against the tough Arizona heat.

Harewood

Perfect for any garden terrace, tennis pavilion or trellis pathway, the Harewood chaise has a signature intricate latticework inspired by the
classic Georgian Chippendale manner. Harewood is one of three Brown Jordan collections (including Arbre and Deia) designed by acclaimed
Los Angeles based interior designer Michael Smith.

Wave Chaise

Innovative for its broadly proportioned silhouette and welcoming design, the Wave collection is constructed in extruded aluminum that gives the
chaise a sense of sinuous motion. With its special ergonomic seating, Wave conforms not only to the range of human shapes and weights, but
also to movement.

Drift Chaise
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As one of Brown Jordan’s newest collections by the award-winning home furnishings designer Richard Frinier, the Drift Chaise welcomes
relaxation with comfortable low-rise arms that are handcrafted from a plantation-grown wood frame fitted with UV-resistant Suncloth cushions.

Avalon Chaise Multicolor

If you’re looking for a can’t-go-wrong classic poolside lounge style, the Avalon Chaise is it. Available in a broad selection of Versatex mesh and
finish options, including machine-formed aluminum, the Chaise is fully welded, grown and meticulously polished. 

Florentine Chaise with Wheels

For a more romantic look, the Florentine Chaise features a gorgeous and delicate design of a full round circle linking with two crescents.
Inspired by the architectural styling that flourished during the Roman Empire, Florentine combines the centuries-old art of blacksmithing with
20th century technology. The chaise is topped off with lavish cushions wrapped in durable yet soft Suncloth fabric.

Verge Chaise
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The Verge collection celebrates one of the most influential designs of the 20th century with its Bauhaus styling. The Verge Chaise features a
powder-coated tubular aluminum framework that is tautly upholstered with a durable Versatex mesh and fitted with stylishly fashioned cushions
in UV resistant Suncloth fabrics. The notable mesh panels are held in place by an exclusive vinyl spline technology that results in a clean,
refined indoor look with an outdoor application. Tubular legs with foot caps ground the chair, while seats are complemented with scalloped
cushions and pillows provide a timeless, minimalistic design.

For more information, call Brown Jordan at 480-998-1142, or visit brownjordan.com.

Brown Jordan at Scottsdale Quarter is located at 15345 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite K190, Scottsdale 85254.
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